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			Foldable
				H-FrameSynergy Scaffolding & Access Equipment offers practical access solutions for residential, commercial, and industrial projects – as simple as around-the-house repainting or as complex as high-level industrial construction or maintenance work. Our selections of folding scaffold towers are available for sale as well as hire at very competitive prices. Benefits of Using Synergy Aluminium Folding Scaffolding Quality Scaffolding Established several years ago by people with a passion for scaffolding and access technology, we carry a wealth of experience and expertise under our belt. Our folding scaffolds are designed with great attention to detail and a high level of precision, which ensures only superior products are delivered to our customers. Routine inspections are carried out to [ensure] that every scaffold complies with the strictest safety regulations, so you can rest assured in the knowledge that you’re getting the absolute best service available – and 100% unmatched by our competitors. Buy or Hire Folding Scaffold Towers Complete with Work Cover NSW certification, all our lightweight scaffolds are available for buy and hire, so whether it’s about a DIY home project or something more complex, you’re sure to find the perfect access solution for your needs. Choose from narrow and wide, as well…
	Extendable Narrow 0.7m
	Extendable Wide 1.3m
	Accessories
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			Narrow 0.7m
				2.0m Length
	2.5m Length
	Accessories
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			Wide 1.3m
				2.0m Length
	2.5m Length
	Accessories
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			Kwikally MobileOur Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
				1.3m (W) x 1.3m (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	2.0m (W) x 2.0 (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	2.5m (W) x 2.5m (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	3.2m (W) x 3.2m (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
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			Accessories and Spare Parts
				Folding Accessories
	Narrow Accessories
	Wide Accessories
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			Kwikstage Scaffold Kits
				2.5m Length
	5m Length
	7.5m Length
	10m Length
	12.5m Length
	15m Length
	17.5m Length
	20m Length
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			Stair and Access
				Stair Access Systems
	Stair Accessories
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			Kwikstage ComponentsThe products below have been designed for use with Synergy Kwikally Scaffolding Systems. For further product information or enquiries, please call us on 1300 796 305 or send us an email.
				Ledgers
	Standards
	Platforms
	Beams
	Hop-ups
	Braces
	Jacks & Wheels
	Toe Boards
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			Accessories
				Spandeck
	Void Protection
	Handrails
	Fittings
	Scaffold Accessories
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			Kwikally MobileOur Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
				1.3M (W) x 1.3M (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	2.0M (W) x 2.0M (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	2.5M (W) x 2.5M (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.
	3.2M (W) x 3.2M (L)Our Kwikally mobile offers different sizes that are not traditionally found in mobile scaffolds. They are perfect in open spaces and allow for secure additional space. The smaller sizes are perfect for tight areas like lift shafts. Additionally, our mobile modular scaffolding systems allow you to connect several bays together and still have it be mobile.






	
	






	Fibreglass
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			Narrow 0.7m
				2.0m Length
	2.5m Length
	Accessories
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			Wide 1.3m
				Fibreglass Wide Scaffold - 2.0m
	Fibreglass Wide Scaffold - 2.5m
	Fibreglass Wide Accessories
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			Fibreglass Screens
				Brochures & Certificates
	Videos
	Gallery












	Steel
	Formwork
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			Props
				Aluminium Prop
	Steel Prop
	Acrow Prop Tripod
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			H-Frame Shoring
				KitsH-Frame shoring kits from Synergy Access Equipment Call upon Synergy and find H-frame shoring kits to support your next project, because a scaffolding and access project relies upon a number of different factors. You need high-quality, ultra-reliable products that provide safety, security and stability. You need the versatility and agility that comes from an extensive product range. And you need easy-to-deploy solutions that put everything you require right at your fingertips. We recognise this at Synergy Access Equipment. This is why we have enhanced our range of shore frames with steel frame kits that help achieve swift installation and safe operation. We maintain a regular stock of products so that our customers can rely on us to deliver. Reach out to our team with any questions or queries you may have about what we provide. Selecting shoring kits from Synergy We make sure that the products we stock go the extra mile for our customers. When you select a steel frame kit and accessories from us, you are connecting with a range of different benefits. Here are just a few: Professional steel materials Our shore frame products feature the kind of high-quality construction and material composition our clients have come…
	FramesH-Frame shoring from Synergy Access Equipment Our range provides the H-Frame shoring Australian businesses need to get the very best from their project. Here at Synergy Access Equipment, we have built our reputation upon providing customers with the solutions they need to achieve great results. These solutions are robust and versatile — yet affordable — and our H-Frame shoring frames are certainly no exception. View our product listings and discover the solutions you need. We offer different options for businesses to cover the range of requirements that different projects might throw their way. Our product pages have all the information to make it easy to find what you are looking for and our team is also on hand to give you support and guidance. Reach out to us to discover more. Choosing Synergy for your H-Frame scaffolding needs Our customers keep on coming back to us for scaffolding and access solutions. They know they can rely on us and what we offer. High-quality steel construction Our shore framing products are manufactured from steel at a high tensile strength, suitable for a range of different applications. The non-elastic properties of steel ensure structural integrity even at higher loads, while the robust…
	Braces
	Jacks
	Accessoriestest
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			V-Frame Shoring
				V-Frame Shoring Kits
	V-Frame Shoring Frames
	V-Frame Shoring Braces
	V-Frame Shoring Jacks
	V-Frame Shoring Accessories
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			TimbersSynergy Scaffolding & Access Equipment is dedicated to delivering safe and secure scaffolding and access solutions to ensure that all residential, commercial, and industrial projects are completed effectively and on time. Our line of timber products comprises plywood, sole and lap boards, as well as laminated veneer lumber to be used for a variety of applications—from basing out scaffolds to providing a surface for the poured concrete and improving the quality of the concrete finish. Plywood Formwork Sole Boards Widely used in the scaffolding industry, formwork timber sole boards are used to base out the scaffold where there is uneven ground or soft surfaces. We supply them in 50mm and 38mm thickness and four different lengths: 500mm, 1500mm, 1800mm, and 2700mm. Bulk packs are also available, so contact us to get a price quote! Formwork Plywood Lap Boards Our Synergy scaffold timber lap boards are ideal for lapping scaffolding bays, are available in a range of sizes and comply with AS-1577 Australian Standards. Easi Form LVL Laminated Veneer Lumber Manufactured by Nelson Pine LVL, Easi Form laminated Veneer Lumber is intended for use on concrete formwork, bearers, joists, walers, and supports. It is strong, straight, lightweight, and uniform, greatly reducing…
				PlywoodPlywood sheets from Synergy Access Equipment  Here at Synergy Access Equipment, we offer a range of plywood sheets provided with your business in mind. Plywood is a popular choice among our customers. There are many advantages that plywood sheets provide, whether they are being used for small projects or larger-scale jobs. There are a number of factors that keep customers coming back to plywood as their material of choice: Consistent strength throughout the material Plywood is engineered in such a way that it maintains a consistent level of strength across the entire board or sheet. The density of the material remains the same, whether strain is placed on the edge of the board or in the centre. This is very useful for businesses that need to accurately predict the tensile strength of any given section of their material. Versatile usage Plywood can be used in many different applications, making it a versatile choice for businesses. Depending on the type of plywood, the material can be used in structural applications, in the construction of furniture and equipment, along with a variety of other uses. Treated plywood may even be suitable for marine applications or locations close to the coast, where conditions…
	Lvl Timbers
	Lapboards
	Soleboards
	Pegs
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			SYNFORM (PLASTIC FORMWORK)
				Boards
	Accessories
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			Formwork Accessories
				Bullet Head Nails
	Strap Machine












	Site Equipment
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			Access EquipmentAccess Equipment from Synergy Discover a wide range of access equipment here at Synergy. We are proud to be able to offer an industry-leading selection of access equipment to our customers. We know how important the very best access solutions are to our customer base, so we go out of our way to provide a comprehensive array of products. Find what you need in our product listings or reach out directly to our team. A full range of access equipment Here at Synergy, we have designed our range to offer a wide number of different access solutions to our clients. It is this focus on diversity and versatility that makes us a leader in the access solutions market. Take a look at some of the access equipment we offer. Spandeck Find access solutions that can provide safety and security as well as flexibility. Spandeck solutions make it simple for teams to reach hard-to-access areas of your property, allowing them to carry out tasks while adhering to the appropriate standards of safety. You can rely on Synergy to offer these ultra-reliable access solutions. Trolleys Transport different access components — such as panels and other pieces of equipment — around your site.…
				Ladders
	Planks & Trestles
	Spandeck
	Stairs
	ACCESS PANELSExplore our line of top-quality access panels, which come in many sizes, types, and finishes that suit most situations and all budgets. Synergy access panels combine functionality with aesthetics, providing clean and concealed access to services at all times. Perfect for use in plasterboard and masonry walls, partitions and suspended ceilings, our access panels are suited for commercial and residential buildings. Steel Acoustic Access Panels Our MDF access panels exceed the Australian Standards in acoustic testing, which makes them perfect for many applications. Made using high-quality materials for durability, our steel access panels have a matte finish that can be painted over, so they blend in with the rest of their surroundings. Versatile in both function and aesthetics, MDF access panels offer a safe, smart, and secure solution to covering unsightly services such as metres and switches while ensuring ease of access at all times. All access panels come with a three-year manufacturer warranty, so you can rest assured in the knowledge that you’re getting high-quality products for your projects. There’s a Size Option for Everyone Whether you need a smaller or bigger steel access panel, we’ve got you covered—we provide access panels in different size options to accommodate different…
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			Material Handling
				Trolleys
	Trolley Spare Parts and Accessories
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			WASTE MANAGEMENT
				Skip Bins
	Marell
	Hook Bins
	Cranable Bins
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			Edge Protection
				Temp Fencing
	Handrails
	Truck Handrails
	Void Protection
	Fibreglass Hoarding Screens
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			Scaffold Equipment
				Fleximesh
	Scaffold Accessories
	Scaffold Tags & Inserts
	Scaffold Mesh and cloth
	Fire Retardant












	Scaffold Hire
	Contact
	Why Synergy?
	Get A Quick Quote
	Synergy Brochure 2023



	Certification
	Forms – Account Forms
	WorkCover Certificates
	Brochures
	Information Sheets
	Fibreglass Manual
	Narrow Manual
	Wide Manual
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Locations

	Sydney



	 GATE 2, 24 Davis Road Wetherill Park NSW 2164
 






	Melbourne



64 Logis Boulevard, Dandenong South, VIC 3175






	Brisbane



Shed 5, 153 St Vincents Road, Virginia, QLD 4014






	Adelaide



4 CB Fisher Drive, Cavan, SA 5094





	Perth



1 White Street, Bayswater, WA 6053
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